
   

3rd October Tuesday:    

4th October Wednesday:  

5th October Thursday:  Sukkot  

6th October Friday:  Assembly 7h50 

    Gr 3 Tuck  

9th October Monday   

10th October Tuesday:   

11th October Wednesday:  

12th October Thursday:  

13th October Friday:  Gr 2 Tuck 

16th October Monday:   

17th October Tuesday:  

18th October Wednesday:  

19th October Thursday: Close for half term 12noon   

20th October Friday:  Half Term 

23rd October Monday:  Half Term 

24th October Tuesday:  Return to school 

 

 
Tues—Friday mornings 

7:30—8:15  
Tues afternoons 

12—14:45 

 

 

 
Dear Parents 
 

They can read, right? 

Reading and phonics programmes come and go through our school systems in fashionable spurts 

and this appears to be a universal trend. Some methods seem to deliver excellent results; others 

don't elicit any meaningful change to reading competency levels in our learners. Some are popular 

and well marketed; others are solid and well researched. I’ve often wondered if the real result comes 

from the focused, intentional exposure and practice that simply comes part and parcel of a new and 

exciting implementation? Could it be that because educators and parents are paying particular       

attention to reading or acquiring a new reading scheme or literacy tool, the children are practicing 

more and their skills are subsequently developing. I suspect so. The key to improved reading success 

lies in the practice and exposure opportunities exploited. 

 

Reading is not a natural skill (Dr Susan Brady). It is a code developed in recent history up for         

deciphering and to convey meaning and is, arguably, an unnatural demand placed on the brain (Mary 

Anne Woolf). Reading engages many regions of our brain in a complex way. Will the 21st Century 

learner need to read anyway; after all, listening is being touted as the ‘new reading’? This forms a 

provocative question to put to educators who, by our own confession, steer the glacier that is         

educational reform. There is, perhaps, a strong argument that we will need to read even more than 

before. Perhaps, for children of school going age today, the world economy likely demands a more 

educated workforce and grade-level reading proficiency may well remain the key to that education 

(Annie E   Casey Foundation, 2010). Therefore, in schools developing 21st Century skills, reading  

proficiency remains our priority. The truth is that in our changing world we cannot conceptualise the 

reading demands in ten years time with any certainty.  
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To achieve grade-level reading proficiency, we need deliberate, explicit instruction and repeated practice       

opportunities in reading for all children, but especially for struggling readers. Lost practice opportunities make it 

extremely difficult for poor readers to make up ground and keep up with their peers. It could be argued that lost 

practice opportunities actually contribute to exclusion from the curriculum over time. Avid readers reportedly  

access approximately 5 000 000 words per year; poor readers only 50 000 (Nagy and Anderson, 1984). The 

difference is all about exposure and opportunities to read. Poor readers with and without difficulties with reading, 

it seems, are not reading at home and are not exposed to reading as a recreational activity. Non-proficient  

readers drop out of school. Eventually, this impacts the economy of any country significantly. Reading is a point 

of national interest and important to all of us, and South Africa is no exception. 

 

It is possible that significantly impaired readers can read at grade level over two years if offered intense,        

frequent intervention and much opportunity to practice. Exposure, exposure, exposure is the refrain. The        

children need opportunity to recall words learnt, revise their word knowledge and revisit recent learning.         

Deliberate practice and opportunity to read enhances the “sticky” factor, ensuring that word attack skills and 

words retrieved automatically ‘stick’. Regular intervention and regular assessment produces a long lasting     

response. We must abandon our expectation that children will randomly make progress ‘in their time’, and    

eliminate potential or actual reading gaps intentionally, with expectation of growth in proficiency. 

 

Why share this with you as parents of Bellavista? I do so as many of you have children who, for one reason or 

another, are reading below grade-efficiency. As a school, we need your parental involvement in reading daily if 

we are to maximise the intervention here. I write to: 

 

 encourage you to seek every practice opportunity you can to develop recreational reading – paired      

reading and shared reading; 

 emphasise that powerful reading practice happens when a child can read with his/her parent in a safe,   

encouraging situation like the paired reading model offers; 

 urge you to read to and with your child; 

 reinforce the value of having your child see you read; 

 underline the importance of the RAVE-O reading, phonics and other remedial intervention happening at 

school which, together with the phonics programme, offers your child opportunity to make meaningful 

reading progress; 

 encourage you to believe that with specific intention and deliberate progress, your child can close the gap 

or enough of it to make grade level progress, although this wont come easily and requires your buy in and 

your child’s; 

 share that even if it is hard going and the art of reading seems out of reach, don't abandon the effort – 

your child will need to read in the workplace and in life and we should get as close to the grade proficiency 

as possible before moving to assistive technology entirely. 

 

 

Enjoy the week, and read, read, read! 

 

Alison Scott 

Principal 

The Mini Council Mielie Meal         

Distribution.  

 

Duncan, Idan and Ashira, together 

with some of the recycle men or    

urban city miners who collect       

cardboard, paper, plastic, etc, which 

is sold to recycle companies  to make 

a living, sorting and distributing the 

mealie meal collection for the Mini 

Council. Thank you to everyone who 

contributed.  

 

The recycle men now wear uniforms 

donated by the Dischem Foundation.  



Notices: 

 

Dear Parents, 
  
I am currently completing my Masters in Occupational Therapy at the University of Witwatersrand. As part of the course, I am re-
quired undertake a research study. 
  
To all of the parents, that have completed the questionnaire thus far I am extremely grateful.  
  
Completion of the questionnaire indicates that you consent to take part in this study. 
  
The questionnaire will take approximately 10-20 minutes to complete. 
  
Please click on the link below to access the questionnaire. 
  
https://redcap.core.wits.ac.za/redcap/surveys/?s=LFCP8K8WTJ 
  
Many thanks 
Danielle Gluckman 
Occupational Therapist 
Bella Vista School 
011 788 5454 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R5 932,33 R6 288,73 

271 273 

A special note of thanks: 

 

“I tripped outside the school on Friday and many parents and children came 

to my aid - I am sorry I don't know any of the names but I would like to 

thank them all for their caring, compassion and many offers of help  -     

especially a gentleman who helped to look for my car keys.  A long story but 

I was concussed and when I asked me it they were mine I said 'no'  and   

everyone spent valuable  time, I am sure, looking for the keys! 

Most Sincerely and thank you,   Gill” 

https://redcap.core.wits.ac.za/redcap/surveys/?s=LFCP8K8WTJ
http://click.myschool.co.za/link/2e9ced61cb5096fb9c981d4c4c3ef4a793572706

